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VOWEL COALESCENCE AND TONAL MERGER
IN CHAGGA (OLD MOSHI):
A NATURAL GENERATIVE APPROACH l
Sukari Salone
UCLA
The first section of this paper is a discussion of the vowel
coalescence process of Chagga (Old Moshi dialect). Vowel coalescence processes interact with tone rules in an interesting way. I discuss the analysis of Chagga tone which was
done by Nurse and Philippson [1977J. In section 2 I discuss
some problems with their analysis and suggest revisions within the Transformational Generative framework. In section 3
I offer an alternative analysis which follows the constraints
on grammars imposed by Natural Generative Phonology, showing
that by treating the problem morphotonemically, problems inherent to the more abstract analysis can be avoided.
1.

Vowel Sandhi

An understanding of the system of vowel sandhi in Chagga is critical
to an understanding of its tense system.

Vowel initial tense markers

merge so completely with preceding vowel final subject markers that one
must reconstruct the entire paradigm before the tense markers become discernable.

We will see, for example, that the verbs in several tense para-

digms are rendered segmentally ambiguous as a result of vowel coalescence,
as the following examples show:

lThe data used in this paper are representative of Old Moshi, one of
the Central Kilimanjaro groups of Chagga dialects. I would like to express many thanks t.o Mrs. Helen Mariki for her invaluable assist.ance and
cooperation. Thanks also goes to Prof. Larry Hyman, whose seminar on Bantu
Tonology served as impetus for this work. A special note of thanks and appred ation to Prof. Paul Schachter for having worked patiently with me
while preparing an earlier draft of the paper. Thanks also to Prof. Thomas
Hinnebusch who made comment2 on an earlier draft, and finally thanks to
Prof. Rv.ssell Schuh whose canments contributed to the final version of this
paper.
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(1)

/'Iu-a-kudtka

~

stdt/2

[16k~dtka

sfdtl

we-rec pst-carry chairs
'we carried the chairs (this morning)'

(2)

/'Iu-e-kudtka

s)dt/

we-fut-carry

chairs

~

[16k6d)ka stdt]

'we will carry the chairs'
Most of the data which are relevant to this study are found in the
Bantu verbal, which consists of a subject pronominal concord, a tense marker and a verb stem.

Coalescence in this environment results from the jux-

taposition of a pronoun agreement morpheme and a vowel initial tense marker

(3)

/nu-e-deda/

~

[n6deda]

'you will speak'

[wededa]

'they will speak'

you-fut-speak

(4)

/wa-e-deda/

~

they-fut-speak
Coalescence also takes place between the stems of the associative morpheme and their pronominal agreement forms, as shown in Appendix I, no. 7.
As

the vowels which actually occur in these environments are exhaustive,

there are sequences which are possible but which do not occur.

Therefore

the rules which have been formulated here to account for such sequences
are actually predictions about them.

The vowel sequences which actually

occur are listed below:
a + a
a + e

=a
=e

ya
+ a
+ e = e

e +

=e

u + a = 0
u + e = 0
u + u

=u

Many of the sandhi rules in Chagga are not unlike vowel coalescence

2Chagga has two tones at the underlying level, H and
ventions I will use for marking tones are as follows:
H
L

D (downstepped H)
falling
rising

L.

The con-
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rules which are commonly found in languages.

The first process to be dis-

cussed, palatal glide fonnation, involves two separate rules.
Formation forms

Palatal Glide

from the high front vowel, Ii I, before a vowel which is

y

[+back, +low], la/.
Rule (1)

Palatal Glide Formation

y

-+

Examples of Palatal Glide Formation are found when subject agreement markers
for classes 4 and 9
tive morpheme

i ),7 ( ki ), and 8 ( ~i ) combine with the associa-

I -a I:

Class 9

+

a

-+

ya

Class 7

ki

+

a

-+

kya

Class 8

~i

+

a

-+

~a3

Closely related to Palatal Glide Formation is Palatal Glide Insertion,
a morpho-phonemic rule which inserts a palatal glide between Ii I and any
non-high vowel in infinitives:
Rule (2)

Palatal Glide Insertion
(/;

-+

y

I

X

V

V

[ +high1 [-high]
-backJ
[+infinitive marker]

Examples:
+ adanya

-+

[ i yadanya]

'to listen'

+ oloka

-+

[ iyoloka]

'to fall'

+ en de

-+

[ iyende]

'to bring'

By this analysis no rule ordering is required, if the general principle that
morphophonemic rules precede phonological rules is assumed (Hooper [1976]).
1.1.

Fusion.

cess in Chagga.

The fusion process represents the

heart of the sandhi pro-

Two adjacent vowels will merge to become a single vowel

3The palatal glide
velar consonant.

y

is deleted when it is preceded by a palatal or
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segment.
els:

The simplest rule of this type involves identical underlying vow-

v

Rule (3)

V

+

[af]

V

-+

[af]

[af]

Examples of this process are found in the recent past paradigm and among
nominals:

na-a-deda

-+

[nad~da]

'he spoke'

[w~kll

'honey'

he-rec pst-speak
w~-~kl

-+

Cl 11 pro-noun root
The second part of this process involves the coalescence of unlike
vowels.

The following are examples of the types of sequences that are co-

alesced.

lu-e-deda

-+

[ I£dedal

'we will speak'

-+

[ I£d~da]

'we spoke'

-+

[n!deda]

'he will speak'

-+

[ng!deda]

'I will speak'

we-fut-speak

I~-a-deda

we-rec pst-speak

na-e-deda
he-fut-speak

ng(-e-deda
I-fut-speak

The feature of roundness is significant in these rules.

When one or both

of the underlying vowels are round, the coalesced vowel is round.
wise the vowel is non-round.

Other-

A possible formalization is given below (the

two vowels in each rule must not be identical; this could be handled by
conditions on the rules or by ordering these rules after rule 3):
Rule (4)

V

+

[-rd]

V

-+

V

~high]
-low

[-rdl

-rd
Rule (5)

V

+

[ard]

V

[Brd]

-+

V

~highl
-low
+rd

Condition:

alpha or beta must be [+ round].
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These rules can be further collapsed as follows:
Rule (4, 5' )

V

+

[around]

-+

V

V

[-high J

[Bround]

-low
yround
yback

Condition: 4

( a)

if

(b)

elsewhere

a

and

y

B
y

+

In summary, there are two basic strategies for coalescing vowels in
Chagga.

The first strategy, palatal glide formation, is used when the high

front vowel [i] is found before [a].

Its morphophonemic correlate inserts

a palatal glide between [i] and any non-high vowel in infinitives.

The sec-

ond strategy, fusion, is used to coalesce vowels to which the palatal glide
formation rules are not applicable.
pends on the feature [round].

The coalescence of unlike vowels de-

If at least one of the input vowels is

[round], then the resultant vowel is the mid-round vowel
the coalesced vowel is the mid-non-round vowel

0

Otherwise,

e .

After having taken a brief look at the vowel coalescence process in
Chagga (Old Moshi) , I would be the first to admit that the problem of vowel

4An interesting sideline note is the problem that such a rule poses
for the formalism. Intuitively, the process seems simple enough, and can
be summarized as follows (remembering that these are only non-identical
vowels, identical vowels being treated under Rule 3, sec. 1.1):
(a)

any two non-round vowels will coalesce to [e].

(b)

two vowels will coalesce to [0] if at least one vowel is [+round]

Part (b) poses the challenge, where either of the underlying vowels may be
[+round] in order for the coalesced vowel to be [+round]. The problem is
to have the rule express the optional presence of [+round] on either vowel.
One might suggest that this be handled by a neighborhood rule, as shown below:
V -+
/ [+round]

=~~h J
[+round

This rule would not be satisfying as it is not refJective of the coalescing
process which takes place here. What I did was essentially to avoid handling the optionality of placement of [+round] by generating the [0] segment elsewhere.
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coalescence exceeds the boundary of a paper of this nature.

One very in-

teresting problem, for example, which was not resolved in this paper has
to do with the environments in which vowel coalescence processes are apparently blocked.

Vowel coalescence rules do not operate in several environ-

ments:

-between tense marker and verb
-between agreement marker and adjective
I would speculate that this restriction has to do with the fact that verbs
in Proto-Bantu were consonant initial.

Since adjectives in Bantu generally

derive from verbs, the same would apply to adjectives.

Whatever the reason

for these restrictions, it should be known that the rules discussed above
would have to be restricted from applying in these environments.
2.

Tonal Sandhi
Chagga is a tonal language which exhibits both grammatical and lexical

tone.

Lexi cally there are two tones,

H and

L.

When adj acent vowels

are in a syntactic environment which allows coalescence, there are four
tonal sequences possible:
H

+

H

L

+

L

H

+

L

L

+

H

When vowels whose tones are identical coalesce, the resultant vowel bears
that tone:

H +

H

-+

H

L +

L

-+

L

Underlying vowels with non-identical tones might be expected to give rise
to complex tones, as shown below:
+

L

-+

V

L +

H

-+

V

H

v

There are, however, no falling and rising tones resulting from vowel coal-
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escence in surface structures.
2.1.

The analysis of Nurse and Philippson.

Before proceeding further to

discuss the analysis that I am proposing of the tonal sandhi process, I
will present relevant portions of Nurse and Philippson [1977].5

Nurse and

Philippson claim the existence of falling and rising tones at an intermediary point in the derivation, as the following derivations from their paper show:
(5)

/tsr-:na/
/c~-a-me-I

'four (cl 10)'

r-a

wu-okl/

-+

amelya

wukl

-+

[amelya

wokl ... ]'he has eaten
honey'

They argue that these abstract tones are responsible for the surface tonal
phencmena.

I quote from their paper (p. 53):

"1 + H gives a H on the following syllable, which will then be
downstepped if immediately preceded by another H.
H + 1
gives a H which does not shift and remains on the syllable itself,
the following syllable will then bear a low tone."
Two tone rules are basic to their analysis, Tone Shift and Tone polarity.
Tone Shift moves all deep structure tones rightward by one syllable,

Nurse

and Philippson explain the rule as follows:
"OM( Old Moshi), like other Bantu languages in East Africa, has a tone
shift, which means that PB(Proto-Bantu) tones are realized on the
syllable immediately following that for which they are posited in PB.
In other words, the phonetic tone on any syllable will always to some
extent depend on the underlying tone of the previous syllable."
[1977:52]
As Tone Shift moves all deep structure tones rightward, Nurse and Philippson must provide rules to account for the tones on initial syllables.

In

5In this section, I rely heavily on the analysis of tones in Chagga put
forth in Nurse and Philipps on [1977]. I realize that ob,jections could be
raised about the validity of the postulated underlying tones in their paper. The scope of this paper is not such that it is possible to undertake
a complete reanalysis of the tonal system; however, in section 3 I discuss
an alternative approach using a limited amount of data. There I discuss
the feasibility of treating the tonal system of Chagga within the framework of Natural Generative Phonology. In the remainder of this section,
however, I assume the validity of the underlying tones and tone rules that
were postulated by Nurse and Phi lipps on.
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addition, they need rules to account for the complex tones which obtain
sentence finally.6

With regard to sentence initial tones, they claim that

in some instances, the stabilizer
high tones: 7
(6)

/n(

lu-le-huRa maRuhu/ ...
n(

The stabilizer

[1

n(

lulehuRa

faces in the speech of my consultant.
~~en

'we bought bananas'

For all practical purposes, this is

H tone exists in the deep structure of some

the effects of a floating

itial syllable, a floating
initial

maRuh~]

that they posit in sentence initial position never sur-

like claiming that a floating
verb paradigms.

can account for sentence initial

H are not found on an in-

L must be posited to account for the sentence

L which results after Tone Shift has applied.

The second tone rule which is needed in the Nurse/Philippson analysis
is Tonal Polarity.8

This rule changes a verb stem-initial

H to

L

if a

H tense marker or object marker precedes it.

6In the Nurse/Philippson analysis, the tone being shifted merges with
the underlying sentence-final tone, as follows:
I'
I

+

!'
!'

+

/'

+

7The

+

c1#
CV#
CV#
CV#
R

/
/
/
/

...
...

...
->

[c1#]
[CV#]
[CV#]
[CV#]

here represents a slightly retroflexed tap.

8They state the Tonal Polarity Rule as follows: "If the class prefix
preceding the stem carries an underlying L (i.e. classes 1, 4, 9), then
the stem itself will be H. If the underlying tone of the prefix is H
(as in the other classes), then the stem will be low" (p.62). Referring
specifically to verbs, they say: "It may be seen in 3.3.4 that several of
the pre-stem tense markers end in a H
Similarly, most of the object
markers listed in 3.4.5 are H. When H's from either of these two series
immediately precede a H in the first syllable of the verb stem, then the
latter is realized as L" (p.67).
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(7)

/'Iu-ke-deda/

83

(habitual)

we-hab-speak

'Iu-ke-deda
[Iukededa]

tonal polarity
tone shift

Earlier it was mentioned that the coalescence of vowels with differing
tones produces altered tones.
Tone Shift

These phenomena are treated as a part of

in the analysis of Nurse and Philipps on , which gives the impres-

sion that tone shifting causes tonal simplification.

They claim that L + H

effects a

H on the following syllable, which is then downstepped if it

follows a

H

Their having written the rule in this manner is a conse-

quence of having claimed that the tonal Simplification process is a part of
Tone Shift.

We will see subsequently that it is possible, in fact desirable,

to separate this process from Tone Shift.
N/P claim that it also yields a

H

In the case of a H + L sequence,

but that this

H does not shift.

It

remains on the syllable itself, and the following syllable then bears a low
tone.

We have numerous examples to show that this formulation is not cor-

rect.

The future paradigm provides one such example:
'we will wash bananas'

Tbe structure which would be generated by the Nurse/Philippson analysis
follows:

9Tbe data being analyzed here have expressed objects (see Appendix II).
Disyllabic transitive verbs with unexpressed objects have almost identical
variants to those of transitive verbs with expressed objects. They differ
in one respect. In the recent past paradigm, transitive verbs with unexpressed objects take a H tone on the final syllable:
16s~nja

'we washed (something)'

16m~rlsa

'we finished'

16h~dlma

'we forgot'

16s~ka

'we laughed'

Notice that intransitive verbs do not take such a tone:
'we spoke'
'we came'
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The correct surface structure corresponding to (8) is [Iosanja maRuhu]
Looking at Appendix II, we find that a similar situation obtains in the future paradigm of the verbs

-iwa, -ambuya, -kudika, and

-deda

transitive verbs in very fast speech sometimes the initial
stem cannot be heard.
heard (see

However, in deliberate speech this

-ambuya).

H + L sequences,
in case that

Among

H of the verb
H is always

Notice that given the Nurse/Philippson analysis of

Tone shift must be prevented from operating on a

H just

H resulted from the coalescence of H + L.

In summary, I have three major objections to the Nurse/Philippson treatment of these data.

Firstly, it requires that abstract underlying tone as-

signments be posited for all surface tones of Chagga.

Secondly, I find it

difficult to believe that Tone Shift is part of the grammar of contemporary
speakers of this language.

The third objection is simply that in some cases

the application of their rules produces the wrong output.
2.2.

An alternative to the Nurse/Philippson analysis.

In this section, I

will discuss further the vowels which result from coalescence rules and
their interaction with the tone rules of Nurse and Philippson.

I suggest

changes within the Transformational Generative model which might be made to
correct their analysis.
The first tone rule that will be considered is Tonal Polarity, which
changes a verb stem-initial
er precedes it.

H to

L

if a

In example (9) below, the

H tense marker or object markH tense marker which serves as

input to Tonal Polarity is also one of the vowels that is affected by Vowel
sandhi:
'we spoke (recent past)'

I have given the variant in the paradigm which would be used with transitive
verbs with expressed objects ( D L (L)). In a more complete account of the
verbal variants, it would be necessary to incorporate this H as a part of
the morphotonemic pattern of these verbs:
D (L) L

[ +trans ,+obj ect]
[-trans]

D (L) H[+trans,-object]
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Vowel Sandhi, if applied first, would change the tone immediately preceding

the verb stem to rising:
vowel sandhi
Tonal Polarity would apply, changing the verb stern-initial

H to

L

Tone Shift would apply to produce:

The analysis of Nurse and Philippson assumes the existence of rising
and falling tones (from vowel coalescence) at an intermediary level in the
derivation.

I would like to suggest another analysis which does not re-

quire the positing of abstract tonemes.

This analysis would not combine

Tonal Simplificatio[1). with the tone shifting process, as did Nurse and Phil-

ippson.

Rather, Tonal Simplification will be considered part of the vowel

coalescence process.

I have thus rewritten the rules for tonal simplifica-

tion as sandhi rules, which would need to be included among the vowel coalescence rules given earlier.

One way in which this analysis differs from

that of Nurse and Philippson is that it derives the surface forms directly
from the underlying ones:
H+ H

simplifies to

"
"

L + L
L + H

H

r
L

H

H/L_
-)

"

H+ L

H

Tonal Polarity may now be altered so that it changes an initial

verb stern to

L

after a tense marker or pronoun which is either

(downstepped

H).

H on a
H or

D

This does not affect the generalization that I made in-

itially, except insofar as it expresses the relationship between L + Hand
H tones in a more direct way.

The generalization can now be expressed in

more surface terms than was possible under the alternative analysis.

Anoth-

er advantage of this formulation is that it groups together two tones which
seem to make up a class in this language,

Hand

D.

In feature termin-
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ologYI both could be represented as [+H],

Tonal simplification rules also

reflect this class, i.e, all sequences with at least one H simplify to
[+HL

The second tone rule which interacts with vowel coalescence rules is
Tone Shift, which moves underlying tones rightward.

Our interest in Tone

Shift stems from its operation over coalesced or "derived" vowels.

Accord-

ing to the analysis of Nurse and Philippson, coalesced segments provide exceptions to the tone shifting process.

I show below that by separating

tonal simplification from Tone Shift , and by including it as a part of vowel coalescence, a more correct analysis of the data can be given.

Further-

more, it will be shown that this analysis makes certain generalizations
about the language which would be otherwise obscured.
Nurse and Philippson [1977:53] make the following statements about the
effects of Tone Shift on complex tones:
"H + H and L + L behave exactly like single

Hand

L

respectively."

"L + H gives a H on the following syllable, which will be downstepped
if immediately preceded by another H. "
"H + L gives a H which does not shift, remalnlng on the syllable itself, the following syllable will then bear a low tone."
These rules are interesting in that they claim that both L + H and H + L
simplify to

H

In order to make this generalization hold, they must add

a condition to the tone shift rule so that the [H] which results from H + L
sequences is exempt from shifting.

Let's consider data with H + L sequences,

deriving them using the Nurse/Philippson rules:

(10)

/'Iu-e-deda/
we-fut-speak

10
16
*16deda
(11)

coalescence
simplification
tone shift cf. correct [16deda]

/'ngf-e-sanja/
I-fut-wash

nge
I

nge

*ngesanja

coalescence
simplification
tone shift cf. correct [ngesanja]
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Notice that the surface structures that would be derived given the rules
of Nurse and Philippson are wrong.

The

not render the following tone

Even if the following tone were low, as

L.

H which results from H + L does

the Nurse/Philippson rule would predict, this formulation would be inherently problematic, since tone shift would have to be prevented from operating
in just this case, necessitating the use of a diacritic feature.
ible formulation would be to mark the

One poss-

H which results from H + L as [+HL]

and then Tone Shift would be made sensitive to [+HL] , being rendered inoperable just in those cases where [+HL] is present in the string.
Given that the data support a generalization which is somewhat different
from that made by Nurse and Philippson, I would like to suggest another
formulation of the rule governing the coalescence of H + L:
H + L simplify to H , without exception; Tone Shift then applies
to effect the correct surface structures.
Derivations given the new formulation are shown below:
(10')

(11i)

/' 1~-e-deda/
16
, 16deda
[ 16deda]
/'ngf-e-sanja/
,
nge

coalescence
tonal polarity
tone shift
coalescence
simplification

[ngesanja]

tone shift

One wonders what prompted the complicated statement made by Nurse and
Philippson.

I would venture to guess that they felt that H + Land L + H

should not both simplify to an identical

H

They must have wanted to

show that the two complex tones contrast in some way.

It will be shown

that this is the case, without such a complicated statement of the facts.
Turning to L + H sequences

and the Nurse/Philippson statement about

them, they can be summarized as follows:
tion to Tone Shift, shifting as

L-H sequences are also an excep-

H rather than the expected L-H.

is claimed to become downstepped if immediately preceded by another

This

H

H.

Again, the justification for including this process as a part of Tone Shift
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is unclear.

In the analysis that I am proposing, the simplification of L +

H (like that of H + L) is a part of Vowel Coalescence.

In this w~ the

rules which merge segments would simultaneously merge the suprasegments.
With this reformulation, a generalization is possible.

The tonal simplif-

ication of sequences with opposing values is alw~s [+HJ.

That this is the

case is interesting in that it suggests that [+HJ is stronger that [+LJ in
Chagga.

This is reminiscent of the suggestion of Stevick [1969J about Ban-

tu tone systems, that H's are marked in contrast to unmarked L's.
Below, I show derivations to compare the two analyses.

Example (12)

shows the derivation of a string in the recent past.

/'Iu-a-deda/

(12)

(recent past)

we-pst-speak

deda
'Iodeda

polarization

[16d~daJ

tone shift

coalescence

Revised analysis:
(12')

/'Iu-a-deda/
deda
'16deda
[16d~daJ

polarization
coalescence
tone shift

Comparing (12) with (12'), we find that the major respect in which the analysis being proposed is different is that it produces the simplified toneme
directly from the underlying vowel sequences rather than via the abstract
intermediary rising and falling tones.

Another

w~

in which this analysis

is different is that the tones which result from vowel coalescence are no
longer exceptions to Tone Shift.

They are simplified by the vowel coales-

cence rules and are subsequently shifted by Tone Shift.
Given the revised formulation of the tonal simplification process, we
can see a general tendency of tones to merge under sandhi in the direction
of the marked

H tone.

It is interesting to contrast this with the tend-

arrcy of vowel segments to merge becoming intermediate vowels (e

and

0 ).

At this point, I would like to say a few words about the interaction
between tone rules and vowel coalescence rules with respect to whether or
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not ordering is required.

Assuming that morphophonemic rules operate be-

fore phonological rules, this principle will dictate the order of application of both Tonal Polarity and Vowel Coalescence with respect to Tone
Shift.

Both Tonal Polarity and Vowel Coalescence, being morphophonemic,

will apply before Tone Shift.

The principle makes the correct predictions,

as the following deri vati ons show:

1'1 u-e-sanjal
we-fut-wash

, losanja
[ losanja]
*Iosanja

coalescence
shift
polarization

I' Iu-a-dedal

(recent past)

'I u-a-deda
lu-a-deda
*16deda
'Iu-a-deda
, 16deda
[ lod~da]

polarization
shift
coalescence
polarization
coalescence
shift

Since Vowel Coalescence is ordered before Tone Shift, the generalization
can be made that Tone Shift shifts underlying as well as derived tones.
This generalization would not have been possible by the analysis of Nurse
and Philippson, in which the tonal simplification process was formulated as
a part of Tone Shift.
3.

A Morphotonemic Approach to Verb Variation
The analysis proposed by Nurse and Philippson to account for the tonal

system of Chagga is a possible analysis under the theory of Transformational
Generative Grammar, which allows totally abstract underlying segments.

It

is generally agreed that the set of possible grammars for a given language
must be constrained so that those grammars which represent the tacit knowledge of speakers would be the preferred ones.

generative power of the TG model is too strong.

It has been shown that the

That is, grammars con-

structed within the model may not represent the kind of competence that
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speakers use in producing utterances in their language.

Such grammars im-

ply that totally abstract deep structure constructs and corresponding "abstract" rules, as well as rule ordering statements, are within the realm of
human linguistic competence.

In many cases, these theoretical entities are

not disconfirmable.
Because of the problems which ensue, a body of literature has come about
in which linguists have made various attempts at constraining the set of
possible grammars for a given corpus of data.

Arguments have been given

within the TG model against fully abstract morphophonemics, extrinsic rule
ordering and the unconstrained use of diacritic features.

Venneman [1971,

1973J argues that even stronger constraints should be placed on grammars.
Thus, the Strong Naturalness Condition, which puts restrictions on abstr2ct
segments, and the True Generalization Condition and the No-Ordering Principle, which constrain abstract rules, are basic tenets of the alternative

approach to phonology which Vennemann and, following him, Joan (Hooper)
Bybee advocate.
It is within the context of arguments like these that I would like to
suggest that an analysis that does not make use of rule ordering and which
constrains abstractness is preferred.
a theory.

Natural Generative Phonology is such

By following the constraints of NGP, the analysis which I pro-

pose below eliminates some of the problems which are inherent to the Nurse/
Philippson analysis.

I show that relevant generalizations are brought to

light which would not have been possible otherwise.

Given the scope of

this paper, it is not possible to give a total reformulation of the tonal
system of Chagga.

Thus, I would like to offer this paper as a sample of

what this type of analysis has to offer.
The stimulus for this discussion comes from the tone shifting process.
The most basic question which can be raised about this rule is whether it
can justifiably be said to represent a synchronic process of the language.
The relation between the tones of Chagga and those of Proto-Bantu is clear
enough and should not be overlooked, especially in view of the historical
relationship which exists between them.

Nurse/Philippson must pay the cost

however, of claiming that this historical process represents a productive
synchronic rule of Chagga grammar.

In order to maintain such a claim, they
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must set up unconstrained underlying tone assignments on morphemes.

Since

Tone Shift moves the underlying tones on all morphemes rightward by one

syllable, it follows that no morpheme at the level of surface structure
will possess the tone which was assigned to it at the underlying level.
Thus, the first problem posed by Tone Shift is that it requires that all
morphemes of Chagga be assigned abstract tones at the level of deep structure.
A second place where abstractness is created in their analysis is in
sentence initial position.

Since Tone Shift moves underlying tones right-

ward, it becomes necessary to account for sentence and word initial tones.
Nurse and Philippson account for sentence initial
the tone to the copular form

H tones by attributing

n( , which, according to them, is deleted at

the level of surface structure, as the following example shows (p.54):

(15)

/ni lu-le-huRa maRuhu/
we-pst-buy bananas

I lulehuRa

maRuhu

'we bought bananas'

The initial syllable of the surface sentence might just as well have been
transcribed by [I J because, in fact, there is no contrast between [I J and
[II

J.

What they want to say, however, is that whenever the initial sylla-

ble of a sentence in surface structure is

,

for by the presence of

nl

sentence initial syllables will be
that floating

Hand

L

throughout the language.

H ,that

in the deep structure.
L.

H can be accounted
In all other cases,

This is tantamount to claiming

tones are found in pre-sentential positions
Since these tones are never produced, it is dif-

ficult, if not impossible, to confirm such a hypothesis directly.
A final problem is that which results from the vowel coalescence process.

Nurse and Philippson treat the tonal simplification which accompanies

vowel coalescence as a part of the tone shifting process, to which these
tones are exceptions.

If, as they define it, Tone Shift is designed to

shift underlying tones rightward , it follows that "derived" vowels would be
problematic.
In summary, there are three areas which are problematic for the abstract
analysis put forth by Nurse and Philippson: Tone Shift, with its inherent
problems; the abstract floating tones that must be posited at the deep
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structure level in pre-sentential position; and the problems which coalesced vowels pose for Tone Shift.
One of the aims of the Natural Generative Grammar model adopted here
is to place constraints on grammars so that it will be possible to choose
between the possible grammars of a language.
minimizing abstractness.

NGG constrains grammars by

Since in Chagga the tonal variants of verbs seem

not to be phonologically conditioned, this is a natural place to look in
trying to find an alternative to the Nurse Philippson analysis.

I will

show in what follows that by handling the variation of verbs as a morphophonemic problem, many relevant generalizations about the language are revealed which were not possible under the more abstract analysis.
The most striking difference between the abstract analysis and that
which I am proposing here is that the tonal variation on verbs is handled
morphotonemically.

Below, I would like to discuss the variation found on

disyllabic and trisyllabic transitive verbs in order to show the feasibility of an NGG type analysis for these data.
'wash' and

-ambuya

-sanja

For example, the verbs

'look at', which were assigned underlying

1

tones in

the analysis of Nurse and Philippson, have the following variants:

1 1

(1)

1

(1)
(1)

D

H 1

present
perfect
recent past
past
habitual
future

In the analysis being proposed here, these verbs may also be assigned

1

tones underlyingly, as this tonal variant is found in surface structures in
the present and perfect paradigms.

The Strong Naturalness Condition of

Vennemann [1971] constrains against positing underlying allomorphs which
are totally abstract (from Hooper [1976]):
(a)

The underlying forms of nonalternating morphemes are identical
to their phonetic representations.

(b)

For alternating forms (a morpheme with one or more allomorphs),
one of the allamorphs is listed in the lexicon in its phonetic
representation and the others are derived from it.
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A pattern much like that found for

L

is found for verbs which have a

H tone in the underlying structure (in the Nurse/Philippson analysis, the
initial syllables of this group are
fied as

H--see below).

'steal',
L

and therefore the verbs are classi-

This is the pattern of verbs such as

-kud i ka

'carry',

( L)

present

H

H

-deda

'speak', and

-dumbuo

-iwa

'cut':

perfect
D

L

( L)

recent past

H

L

( L)

past

10

habitual
future
As

the morphotonemic patterns of the two groups differ only in present and

perfect tense, I will assign to each verb the underlying pattern that is
found in the present and perfect tenses.

The underlying tones of these

verbs would then be as follows:

-sanja
-ambuya

\

'wash'
'look at'

,

-Iwa
-deda
-kud(ka

'steal'

-dumbuo

'cut'

'talk'
'carry ,

Given this approach to the surface variation among verbs, the underlying
representations of verbs are in some cases different from those postulated
by Nurse and Philippson.

In those cases where they differ, there is a dir-

ect relationship between them (the Nurse/Philippson deep structure assignments are leftward by one), as is shown below:
THE ABSTRACT ANALYSIS

THE PRESENT ANALYSIS

-sanja
-ambuya

-sanja
-ambuya

, ,

-Iwa
-dada
-kud)ka
-dumbuo

\

,

-Iwa
-deda
-kud(ka
-dumbuo

10 Not ice that the variants of the latter two groups are identical to
those found for /L/ verbs.
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By both analyses these verbs are grouped alike.
H verbs are assigned the

H L

(L)

In the abstract analysis,

variant underlyingly.

It is inter-

esting to note that the variant which is considered underlying by the
Nurse/Philippson analysis is that variant which is found in the past, habitual, and future tenses.

Among

L

verbs however, the underlying variants

correspond to those of the present and perfect tenses.

Given the hypothes-

is proposed here, the deep structure variants always correspond to those
found in the present and perfect tenses.

As it is common to find that the

present variant represents the basic or unmarked verb form, the generalization could be made that the deep structure of verb stems is represented in
surface structure by the present tense pattern.
The underlying representations of pronoun agreement morphemes and tense
markers are also different from those that were postulated by Nurse and
Philippson.

In surface structures, pronouns seem to exhibit morphotonemic

variation:
PRO

->-

[+H]

(in all tenses except perfect)

[+L]

(in perfect)

By the Nurse/Philippson analysis, pronouns could not be assigned an underlying tone.

Under Tone Shift, pronouns, being sentence initial, received

the floating tones that they posited in pre-sentential position.

The un-

derlying tones of tense markers in the present analysis are as follows:
past

present
recent past

future

habitual

perfect

Ie
arne

Returning now to the discussion of the morphotonemic variants of the
verbs themselves, several interesting generalizations are possible:

1)

2)

The underlying tonal patterns on H and L disyllabic verb stems
always correspond to those of the surface variant which is found
in present tense.
There are only two morphotonemic variants of H and L verbs:
D

L

(L)

H L

L

recent past
elsewhere
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These two statements can account for the variants only of disyllabic
and

L verbs.

One

mig~t

H

question the relevance of these generalizations

as they represent only two tonal verb types,

H and

L.

If, however, we

take into account the tonal restrictions on verb stems, we find that these
data are indeed representative.

Nurse and Philippson say the following

about these restrictions (p.67):
"Verb stems may of course be mono- or poly-syllabic. Monosyllabic
stems are either L or H phonologically.... Polysyllables behave
in a similar way--however many syllables a stem has, it is only the
first which is distinctive in that it may be H or L , the following
syllables being all L." [These generalizations all apply to underlying stems. 1
By the present analysis, the generalizations they make would have to be restated in terms of surface structure.
which is distinctive.

Thus, it would be the second syllable

Given this generalization, the following tone se-

quences are not found:

*HH
*HL
*HHH

*LLH
*HLL
*HLH

*HHL

The tonal sequences which are found are as follows:

H

L

LH
LHL

LL
LLL

We can see that the sample of data that was presented here omits only monosyllabic verbs.
Given the above analysis, the complex morphotonemic variation in Chagga
verbs has been reduced to one underlying form and two variants.

The morpho-

tonemic approach can account for the tonal variation within the Chagga verbal in a rather straightforward way.
It can easily by seen why this problem cannot be handled as a straight
phonological one.

We can see that given an approach which first of all ad-

mits of morphotonemic variation in this environment, certain generalizations
are possible.

Apparently, the variation which is found on verbs in Chagga

obtains as a result of the interaction between the morphotonemic rules of
the language and the tones which are lexically assigned.

This phenomenon

compares with what has been found in other Bantu languages, in which verbs
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and nouns have been shown to exhibit morphophonemic and/or morphotonemic
variation (cf. Bennett [1976] and Asongwed and Hyman [1976]).
I am claiming that this analysis is preferable because it does not require abstract underlying tones on morphemes.

Neither does it require the

abstract floating tones which were needed in the Nurse/Philippson analysis.
In fact, this is a significant respect in which the two analyses differ.
The analysis of Nurse and Philippson had a three-pronged strategy as an
approach to the tonal phenomena within the verb phrase:
1)

Abstract deep structure tone assignments and abstract floating
tones;

2)

abstract phonological rules to alter the abstract deep structure
tones;

3)

tone melody statements in the lexicon to account for what could not
be accounted for by abstract deep structures and phonological rules.

All of these strategies were eliminated by the analysis being proposed
here.

The abstract underlying tones assigned to verb stems were replaced

by setting up morphotonemic tonal variants in the lexicon.

The abstract

floating tones were eliminated by assigning tone directly to the pronominal
agreement morphemes.

Tone Shift and Tonal Polarity were unnecessary as

there were no longer totally abstract deep structure tones on which they
were operable.

Finally, a combination of all of these strategies made it

unnecessary to include tonal melodies in the grammar.
Often the NGP analysis is found to be more complex, but in this case
this is not so.

The morphotonemic analysis seems in fact more straightfor-

ward, requiring only morphotonemic variants in the lexicon and morphotonemic rules to derive the correct surface structures.

In the sense that less

apparatus is needed, the proposed analysis is simpler.

One might ask wheth-

er simplicity is an adequate criterion in choosing between possible grammars, if it means, for example, counting features.

Simplicity does seem

important insofar as it expresses the extent to which the proposed grammar
can adequately express the competence of native speakers.

The existence of

a rule like Tone Shift, while it may be considered simple by some criteria,
would have to be questioned from the standpoint of its being able to represent the kind of knowledge that speakers use in generating structures of
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their language.

Since morphotonemic and morphophonemic variation is quite

commonly found in language, it seems not unreasonable to consider it plausible from a psychological standpoint.

Tone Shift, on the other hand, has

been attested to as a diachronic process in Bantu, but it is questionable
as representing a synchronic process of Chagga or any other Bantu language.
I would like to suggest that the type of analysis being argued for here is
more simple and moreover more feasible as a process which speakers have
internalized and use in the generation of their language.

APPENDIX I --

Underlying Tones and Morphotonemic Patterns

Subject Pronouns

Tense Markers

ngi
nu
na
lu
mu
wa

'I'

future

-e-

-Ie-

'you'

past

'he, she'

present

'we'

rec. past

'you

pI. ,

'they'

imperfect

-e-

habitual

-ke-

perfective
VERB PARADIGMS
I.

Future

, , ,

ngededa
n6deda
nededa
16deda
m6deda
wededa

(-deda

'speak' )
II.

,

Present

ngfdeda
nudeda
nadeda
ludeda
mUdeda
wadeda

, ,
-ame-
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III.

V.
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Past

IV.

ng f Iededa

ngad~da

nulededa

n6d~da

nalededa
lulededa

nad~da

mulededa

m6d~da

walededa

wad~da

16d~da

Habitual

VI.

Perfective

ng(kededa
nUkededa

ngamededa
omededa

nakededa
lukededa
mUkededa

amededa
lomededa
momededa
wamededa

wakededa
VII.

Rec. Past

Associati.ve Morphemes
Cl. 1

(u)

+

a

0

Cl. 2

(wa)
(fa)
(i )

+

a
a
a

wa
fo

( Ii)
(ha)
(k i)

+

a

+
+

a
a

(5 i )
(i)

+

a

+

a

Cl. 10

(ts i)

+

Cl. 11

(u)

+

a
a

Cl. 3
Cl. 4
Cl. 5
Cl. 6
Cl. 7
Cl. 8
Cl. 9

+
+

va
Iva
ha
kva
sa
va
tsa
wo
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APPENDIX II
1.

Sample Paradigms of Mono-, Di- and Tri-syllabic Verbs
-sanja

'wash'

2.

-Twa

'steal'

pres.

lusanja*

IUlwa maRuhu*

past

luleTwa maRuhu

rec. past

lulesanja
16sbnja**

161wa maRuhu

fut.

16sanja

16Twa maRuhu /16Twa

hab.

I ~kesanja

perf.

lomesanja

lomelwa maRuhu

4.

luambuya maRuhu

-kudTka 'carry'
lukud(ka ~ldl*

past

luleambuya maRuhu

1~lekud(ka ~ldl

rec. past

16bmbuya maRuhu

16k~dika ~rdi

fut.

16ambuya maRuhu /16ambuya

hab.

lukeambuya maRuhu

16kudl ka ~l di
lukekud(ka ~ldl

perf.

lomeambuya maRuhu

lomekud(ka ~idl

3.
pres.

5.

-ambuya

'look at'

pres.

-Iya 'eat'
luulyb ***

past

lulelya

6.

,

-ca 'come'
I uuca
luleca
166ca

rec. past

lalya

fut .
hab.

I I ya
I uke I ya

160ca
I ukeca

perf.

lomelyb

lomeca

a

7.

-deda

'speak'

pres.

ludeda

past

lulededa

rec. past

16dbda

fut.
hab.
perf.

16deda
lukededa
lomededa
*Iu

'we'

maRuhu

'bananas'

5i di

'chairs'

** see footnote 9
***compensatory lengthening on monosyllabic verbs
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